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n The razor-sharp Retina display, first seen on the iPhone 4, has a
resolution of 2048x1530, crisper than HD television. The new Apple
A5X chip with quadcore graphics means that the new tablet has
processing power double that of the iPad 2. Voice dictation lets you
compose texts and emails nearly hands-free. The improved 5-
megapixel camera, similar to that found on the iPhone 4S, has built-
in image stabilization and shoots video in 1080p HD resolution.

Features

n A Wi-Fi-only iPad costs $499 for 16 gigabytes,
$599 for 32 GB and $699 for 64 GB. Models with
4G access cost $629, $729 and $829 for the same
sizes. The iPad 2 will remain on the market at $399
for 16 GB.

n Verizon’s monthly tablet data plans begin at $20
for 1 GB, go to $30 for 2 GB and climb to $80 for 10
GB. AT&T offers a 250 MB plan for $14.99; 3 GB for
$30; and 5 GB for $50.

usA TodAy

F
orget the chocolate and the candy. What

you really want for Easter is the new iPad.

The display is what sets the new, un-num-

bered iPad apart from its predecessors.

Third iPad’s the charm

technology

Tablet news

books

n The iconic “Pat the Bunny” with touch-and-feel pages, $9.99 at book sellers.

n A solitary bunny searches for companions and learns
the importance of Easter instead. “The Bunny Who Found
Easter,” $7.50 at book sellers.

n The gentle “Voyage to the
Bunny Planet” set features
spectacular illustrations.
$12.23 at www.amazon.com.

n Why did Little Bunny Foo Foo
bop those field mice on the
head? Find out in this book
based on the song. $13.70 at
Barnes & Noble.

n A bunny finds the meaning
of Easter in “Looking for Easter.”
$6.99 at www.amazon.com.

n “The Easter Story” tells
the original tale. $3.99 at
www.amazon.com.

GANNETT

C
hildren’s books are populated with cute bunnies,

especially at this time of year. Easter inspires

many a seasonal story, but the lop-eared cuties

appeal in any genre.

Rabbit tales

Data plans

Prices

‘Tis the season for stories about bunnies


